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ABSTRACT
PHOTO-POETICS: PHOTOGRAPHIC NARRATIVES IN
THE NEW JOURNALISM
by John David Hosemann, Jr.
August 2012
Americans today have come to remember the unrest of the 1960s through the
many shocking photographic images that emerged during that time. Images of
assassinations, war, murders, and social upheaval have come to characterize this decade
as particularly (perhaps perversely) photogenic. Further, these images have revealed the
photographic medium as uniquely suited for confirming a violent reality that, at the time,
seemed incomprehensible to an increasingly disillusioned public. In this discussion I seek
to develop an understanding of photography as a theoretical process that can illuminate
how we represent violent subject matter. In doing so, I apply these concepts to the New
Journalism of the 1960s, which can be viewed as texts that grapple with the same types of
social turbulence depicted in the many indelible images that have come to characterize
this time period.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION: SIXTIES AS SUBJECT
In his book American Photography: A Critical History, Jonathan Green dedicates
two cli.apters to photography of the 1960s. The first focuses primarily on Lee Friedlander,
whose "work is predicated on the belief that photography is primarily an aesthetic
practice" and "emphasizes [photography's] relationship to art" (1 06). In the succeeding
chapter, though, Green explains that "[t]he photographers and photographs that were
most widely known and discussed [in 1960' s America] were those whose primary
concern was new content, not new form" (115). What Green makes apparent in the latter
chapter, aptly titled "The Sixties as Subject," is that the abundance of surreal, shocking,
and often violent subject matter of the 1960s resulted in photographs that "overwhelmed
us with their content" (116). Photographs of assassinations, war, and social upheaval
"became the searing, public visual icons of the decade" and satisfied a public who had
become fascinated by "literal f act" (Green 115-116).
Though Green posits content and form as distinct characteristics, his analysis in
these two chapters actually implies a complex relationship between subject matter and
style. For instance, Green claims that the "strongest" photographs to emerge from the
sixties were "lacking all ambiguity" (116). Rather than experiment with form and artifice,
these photographs exposed facts that were "clear, indelible, and irreducible" in order to
"render death and suffering beyond the interpretations of politics and aesthetics" (116).
Therefore, it could be argued that the traumatic and violent subject matter of the sixties
necessitated a mode of visualization that would confirm a seemingly fictive reality to its
viewers. Moreover, photography, with its deictic grammar and ability to freeze violent
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moments in action, proved to be an apt medium for representing and verifying this
subject matter with relative ease. The social, political, and cultural events of the 1960s
have come to characterize this decade as a peculiarly (and perversely) photogenic time
period in which photographers needed only to look-to point and shoot- in order to
produce poignant and often alarming images that resonated with the American audience.
Of course photojournalists were not the only ones who were faced with
interpreting and expressing these events to a concerned and disillusioned public. Writers
and journalists also negotiated the sixties-as-subject; however, the relationship between
form and content resulted in an entirely different manifestation when it came to language
and writing. Where photography excelled in producing photograph after photograph of
shocking, precise, and memorable images, writers struggled with subject matter that
seemed beyond the realm of expression even in the hands of the most capable authors. As
John Hollowell laments, "everyday ' reality ' became more fantastic than the fictional
visions of even our best novelists" and "like many of the rest of us, American novelists
were confused" (3 ,4). Moreover, traditional journalistic practices also seemed incapable
of documenting and expressing the essence of each violent and traumatic event.
According to Dennis Russell, "[a]n increasing number of journalists found the technical
constraints of the reporter as a detached observer recording contemporary history in the
formulaic inverted-pyramid style inadequate in capturing the 'social hemorrhaging' that
was taking place in 1960s America" (55). Neither fact nor fiction was effective in
articulating the "[p]erpetual crisis" of the sixties (Hollowell 3). As a result, writers began
to experiment with form in order to accommodate the overwhelming content presented to
them on a daily basis. Where photographers sought "clear, indelible, and irreducible"
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facts that were "lacking all ambiguity," writers embraced ambivalence and scrutinized the
boundaries between fact and fiction (Green 116). Novelists such as Norman Mailer, Joan
Didion, and Truman Capote began to apply their literary techniques to actual events,
which resulted in the literary hybrid nonfiction novel. Likewise, journalists such as Tom
Wolfe, HunterS. Thompson, and Michael Herr began to challenge conventions of
traditional journalism by incorporating a subjective and self-reflexive style and structure
into their own work. These writers and others responded to the new cultural realities of
the sixties by producing works that challenged the limitations of journalistic writing
through the implementation of literary techniques in texts that were presented as
nonfictional accounts of actual events. These new journalists, as they came to be called,
exemplify the dialectical relationship between form and content. Unlike photography,
though, the writers who chose to address the new realities before them were forced to
experiment within a medium that seemed wholly incapable of expressing essential truth.
The purpose of my project is to develop an understanding of photography-its
aptitude for displaying surreal and violent subject matter-that can be used to illuminate
the rhetorical strategies of the writers who were experimenting with their craft in order to
interpret and express the violence they were confronted by in the 1960s. Even though
photographers and writers seem to diverge in terms of their formal approaches to
traumatic and violent content, I want to argue that the experimental strategies employed
by some ofthese new journalists are often directly informed by the types of photographic
imagery that proliferated during this time. In order to investigate this relationship, I will
focus on two texts that are considered uniquely emblematic of the New Journalism
canon: Truman Capote's In Cold Blood and Michael Herr' s Dispatches. In terms of
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content, both of these texts focus on violent tragedies that seemed beyond explanation at
the time of their occurrence and even after: Capote's account of an apparently random
slaying of a family in rural Kansas and Herr's dispatches from the Vietnam war.
Moreover, both of these texts experiment with form and technique, albeit in drastically
different ways, even as they attempt to convey something essential and real to their
audience. Even though these works differ in their formal approaches, I will argue that
these journalistic experiments utilize photography on two specific levels: first, both
authors use descriptions of photographs as literary devices that suggest specific ways of
framing and visualizing their subject and, secondly, both embed these ways of framing
and visualizing subjects in their larger formal, structural, and stylistic strategies in order
to make sense of their subject and present their audience with a meaningful interpretation
of events that seem incomprehensible.
My discussion ofNew Journalism generates from certain claims about
photography- both the limits and potential translatability of its medium. First, the new
journalism emerging in postwar America is a particularly specular literary genre that
utilizes the eye-witness narrative to reflect highly visible subjects, which had been
repeatedly mediated through an increasingly visual mass media. Moreover, I argue that
the 1960s mark a pivotal point in photography' s role in the intellectual community as
more and more writers and thinkers began to address photography as a theoretical
process. Thus, I want to develop an understanding of photography as a unique form of
visual media with its own grammar and tendencies that, by the 1960s, had come to
inform society' s ways ofvisualizing and thus attempting to make sense of reality.
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The New Journalism
Ever since Tom Wolfe's The New Journalism was published in 1973, there has
been a sense of urgency among critics and scholars to define and establish postwar
literary journalism as a distinct genre of writing. Wolfe himself produced a list of four
literary devices that characterize this genre of writing: scene-by-scene construction,
realistic dialogue, third person perspective, and symbolism (31). However, Wolfe's
defining characteristics of the new journalism would soon be accompanied by other
critics' own interpretations. Norman Sims interviewed various nonfiction authors in his
book The Literary Journalist and discovered common stylistic innovations that set these
writers apart from other journalists: self-immersion of the author; structure; voice;
accuracy; responsibility to the subject; and "a search for the underlying meaning in the
act of writing" (8). More recently, Barbara Loundsberry's study, The Art of Fact, also
comprises a list of the genre's defining characteristics: documentable subject matter;
exhaustive research; the scene; and "fine" writing (xiii-xv).
In spite of these endeavors, and perhaps because of them, the term "new
journalism," as Marc Weingarten has noticed, is a particularly "slippery phrase" that
encompasses a variety of writers and stylistic innovations (9). From Capote's
novelization of events in In Cold Blood, where the author utilizes a detached and
omniscient third person narration in order to reconstruct scenes for the reader, to Herr' s
subjective exploration of consciousness in Dispatches, the literary nonfiction of postwar
America can hardly be defined by a set of specific stylistic criteria. For this reason, it
could be argued that the most productive studies regarding postwar literary journalists are
not those that attempt to specify formal conventions, but instead those that focus on the
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socio-historical context that gave birth to this literary trend. Mas'ud Zavarzadeh's The
Mythopoeic Reality, for instance, is a highly theoretical work that seeks to understand

postwar nonfiction novels as "narrative reactions to the current epistemological crisis," a
crisis that emerged as a result of the shift from an industrialized society towards a
"technetronic" society (3, 4). Likewise, John Hellman's Fables ofFact posits new
journalism as a reaction against the mass media's interpretation of the "long buried forces
in the American psyche [that] were coming to the surface [in the 1960s] with an almost
eerie simultaneity in politics, in national and individual violence, in subcultures, in urban
slums, in technology, in the young" (2). Though Zavarzadeh and Hellman develop
differing theses on their subject, they both understand the new journalism as a response to
the "new configurations of forces in reality" that had pervaded the collective
consciousness of postwar America (Zavarzadeh 4).
Like Zavarzadeh and Hellman, my analysis attends to the socio-historical climate
of the new journalism. However, rather than examine the broad cultural and social
circumstances that surround the new journalism, I want to focus on a specific facet of the
cultural atmosphere- visual culture/photography-and investigate its relationship to the
formal experimentations produced by Capote and Herr. Indeed, Hellman's work is deeply
concerned with the idea that the mass media was an "essential part of the new situation
[in 1960s America]," and he acknowledges the prominent role of television in the
"media's participation in, and thus alteration of, event[s]" (6). Similarly, David Eason
states in his essay "The New Journalism and the Image-World," that "New Journalists
found many of their stories in trends and events already transformed into spectacles by
the mass media. They used the image-world as a background for investigations into the
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significance of the counterculture, political campaigns and conventions, prison rebellions,
murders, executions, and other spectacular events" (191). In spite ofthis interest in the
visualization of their subject matter, few scholars have investigated the relationship
between visual media and new journalism. Most who do only take up the issue in order to
illustrate the new journalists' reaction against traditional media's guise of objectivity
(Hellman) or to demonstrate their negotiation of the image/reality dichotomy (Eason). In
other words, few scholars have been interested in l.ooking at how visual media and
photography specifically may have been incorporated into the works produced by the
new journalists.
In his doctoral dissertation, The Eyewitness in American Specular Narrative, Gary
Totten investigates a broad range of American literature in order to understand how
"[t]he philosophical concept of America as a new cultural and visual spectacle projects a
specular brilliance onto American narrative" (2). Interestingly, Totten identifies the new
journalism as a "particularly strong manifestation of specular narrative" because it
displays "a level of visual empiricism ... and ... [results in a] textual eyewitness
constructed by such narrative" (3). While Totten's claim that "specular
narrative ... display[s] visual empiricism" is highly debatable when it comes to the new
journalism, his study is important to my discussion in that it acknowledges the visual
quality in the narratives of new journalism. Even though Totten does not take a specific
form of media in understanding the "American spectacle," he is still able to draw a
correlation between the spectacular nature of the new journalists' subject matter and the
visual quality of their narration, which he claims is manifested in the eyewitness narration
offered by the journalist.
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In my discussion, I want to set forth an understanding of the new journalism that
furthers Totten' s conception of"specular narrative" by utilizing photography to better
understand the nature of the American spectacle that postwar literary journalists were
addressing in their work (3). In doing so, I want to argue that the new journalists'
relationship to the visual mass _media was not always a reaction against outmoded forms
of mediation, but, at times, an incorporation of visual practices that had come to inform
how we frame and perceive reality.
Photography: A Critical Lens
As previously explained, my interests in photography and new journalism are
grounded in the notion that the pervasive presence of violent subject matter ofthe 1960s
had a profound effect on both of these mediums of representation. Where photography
succeeded in producing images that confirmed new realities to American viewers,
journalists often struggled to articulate realities that seemed beyond the realm of
linguistic expression. Because of this, I will focus not on specific photographic images,
but rather on different qualities and characteristics of the photography that enabled this
medium to capture something essential about the subject matter of the 1960s.
Furthermore, I will apply this analysis to Capote's and Herr's narrative descriptions of
photographic images- what Marianne Hirsch calls "prose pictures" -in order to
understand how these authors use photographs as literary devices that characterize and
frame their subjects in specific ways (3). In order to do this, I look to writers who have
worked to understand the characteristics of photography that distinguish it from other
modes of visual representation.
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Interestingly, critical awareness of the photographic medium seemed to heighten
during the 1960s. As Rosalind E. Krauss has observed, "[w]hether it was as the prime
example ofRoland Barthes's mythology or Jean Baudrilliard's simulacrum, by the 1960s
photography had left behind its identity as a historical or an aesthetic object to become a
theoretical object instead" (290). Thus, the 1960s were not simply rich with photographic
content that yielded many powerful images; it was also a time when the intellectual
community began to revisit Walter Benjamin's "Art in the Age of Mechanical
Reproduction" in efforts to (re)conceptualize the medium in terms of its significance to
the postmodern/poststructuralist notions of reality and representation (Krauss 289).
Because of this, my discussion has been greatly influenced by critics who were prominent
during the 1960s and 1970s. Susan Sontag's On Photography and Roland Barthes' s
Camera Lucida both play major roles in my own conceptions of photography for the
purposes of my discussion and, while I include more recent critical work on photography,
these texts create a foundation for my approach to photography in each chapter.
Both chapters in my discussion use photography to understand Capote's and
Herr' s respective approaches to representing violent and traumatic subject matter.
However, this does not mean, necessarily, that I am interested in scenes that depict
violent acts. For instance, my first chapter examines the role of family photographs as
private souvenirs of personal histories that have become prevalent in the mass media' s
representation of victimized subjects. These photographs enable viewers to sympathize
with victims who have pictured their lives using the common snapshot- a ubiquitous and
familiar genre of photography. Though this trend is relatively recent, I use Roland
Barthes' analysis ofthe resurrecting qualities of family snapshots to argue that these
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images generate their poignancy through "re-presenting" or resurrecting subjects that
have been lost to violent tragedies. Further, I extend this argument to Capote's narration
by investigating the author's descriptions of snapshots that emerge in his narration as
well as the stylistic strategies he uses to re-construct or resurrect his deceased subjects
for his audience.
My discussion in Chapter II does focus on photographs that contain violent or
traumatic content. Photographs from the war in Vietnam have undoubtedly contributed to
the wealth of surreal and shocking images to come out of the 1960s. They have also been
the subject of much debate regarding the ethical implications of photographing scenes of
war and suffering. In Chapter II, I examine the ethics of war photography by looking to
Susan Sontag's paradoxical notion of intervention in the photographic act. While Sontag
acknowledges the passivity of the war photojournalist who simply observes without
intervening, she also describes the photographic act as an aggressive and violent gesture.
This passive/aggressive paradox exposes war photography's complex relationship to its
subject matter and provides an apt platform for understanding Michael Herr' s selfconsciousness exploration of his role as a Vietnam war correspondent who felt
"responsible for everything you saw as your were for everything you did" (Herr 19).
In her article "Photography as Critical Idiom and Intermedial Criticism," Liliane
Louvel asserts that, with proper critical attention, "one can envisage a poetics of the
photographic visual and, conversely, lay the foundations for a critical idiom" (31 ). My
intentions for this project have not been to develop an encompassing "critical idiom" of
interdisciplinary analysis; however, I have attempted to develop an understanding of the
"poetics of the photographic visual" that furthers our understanding of a unique time
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period and a specific genre of literature (Louvel 31 ). Thus, my attention to the poetics of
photography has done more than offer analysis of photo-like literature; rather, it has
helped to further my understanding of the circumstances that both photography and
literature were confronted with during the 1960s. Though both chapters of my discussion
utilize drastically different conceptions of photography in order to illuminate different
goals for each writer, they both reveal an interest in the paradoxical nature of their
respective modes of representation. In the first chapter, for instance, Capote's narration
reflects the notion of the photograph as a mere image while simultaneously
acknowledging its effect as an icon of something that was once very real. In chapter two,
Herr's journalism reflects photography' s paradox of intervention-an act that is
disconcerting in both its passivity and aggression. Moreover, it could also be argued that
the very nature of new journalism-of creative nonfiction- is contradictory as these texts
presented themselves to their audience as fact (nonfiction) and fiction (creative). While it
is not my intention to essentialize photography or new journalism, I believe that the
paradoxes that emerge in my analysis speak directly to the broader circumstances of the
time period of interest. If we agree that 1960s America is characterized by the
"reconfiguration of forces of reality" as Zavarzadeh has suggested, then it comes as no
surprise that we might look to modes of representation that embrace the ambivalent and
ambiguous sense of reality that would have pervaded the consciousness of Americans
during this time (4).
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CHAPTER II
PICTURING INNOCENCE: SNAPSHOT PHOTOGRAPHY AND THE
VISUALIZATION OF SYMPATHY IN TRUMAN CAPOTE'S IN COLD BLOOD
One of the most haunting news stories in recent years has been the story of Jaycee
Dugard's abduction and rescue. lh 1991, eleven-year-old Dugard was kidnapped and held
captive by convicted sex offender Phillip Garrido. In 2009 the media was shocked to find
that Dugard was alive and had been held captive for eighteen years, during which time
she bore two children who were eleven and fifteen years old at the time of their rescue.
While Dugard' s disappearance in 1991 initiated public concern, it was her retrieval from
eighteen years of captivity and sexual abuse that left an indelible mark on public
consciousness. Today her story has been brought to the public's attention once againthis time on her own accord. Dugard's recently published memoir, A Stolen Life, reveals
the details of her experiences as a young girl who fell victim to a violent, irrational, and
disturbing crime (Dugard). Though her story is innately compelling, Dugard and her
publishers augment the pathos of her narrative by incorporating a very specific type of
medium within the text: the photographic snapshot. The cover art as well as the first
pages ofDugard's memoir display several pictures, all ofthem amateur snapshots taken
at different times prior to Jaycee's abduction. They show intimate events that we, as a
public, would never have known- Jaycee building a snowman, Jaycee pouting, and a
two-year-old Jaycee posing awkwardly for the camera. What these images reflect (and
what Dugard's publishers understand) is the effective (and affective) power of the family
snapshot that circulates publicly in the aftermath of a violent or tragic event. As Gillian
Rose observes in her book Doing Family Photography, the snapshot has become a
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prevalent tool used by the mass media to represent victimization largely because of the
photograph's ability to elicit feelings of suffering and victimization from the public
(Rose). The poignancy of the snapshot comes not from its formal aesthetic merits but
from our ability to recognize this type of image as a private documentation of a personal
history that resembles our own pictured lives. Therefore, the snapshot that emerges in the
aftermath of tragedy enables viewers both to identify and identify with the subject-asvictim. Further, the publication of these snapshots reflects photography' s propensity to
explode the boundaries of private and public spheres by revealing the public to itself.
More poignantly, and as Rose argues, they present the public to itself as victims of
violent abuse.
While Rose's argument is predominantly sociological, her attention to how
mediated images present (or re-present) victims to the public offers an opportunity to
reconsider how language and literature might attempt to do the same. Scholars such as
Nancy Armstrong and Ronald Thomas have produced a body of work that examines the
relationship between nineteenth-century literature and early photography as a form of
technology that offered the Victorian audience a new way of seeing and, thus, knowing.
Interestingly, much of this criticism has focused specifically on the crime novel. The
nineteenth and early twentieth century saw the camera as a truth-seeking apparatus of
detection. As Thomas has noted, detectives were often portrayed in literature as
possessing camera-like qualities: visionaries who could penetrate obscured reality in
order to unveil truth and, as its corollary, justice.
Interestingly, images such as the ones included in Jaycee Dugard's memoir reveal
an evolution of this intermedial relationship by shifting the photographic gaze from one
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of detection to one of identification; rather than detecting a veiled truth, the snapshot
identifies the subject in relationship to the viewer. Instead of focusing on the aberrant
behavior of the criminal, these snapshots concentrate on the commonality of the victim.
This shift reflects the evolution of photographic technology as it transformed from a craft
practiced by experts to a household device used by amateurs to capture daily life.
Consequently, the camera's gaze has also evolved from a trained and detecting gaze to
one that presupposes normality. In this chapter, I want to further the discussion initiated
by Armstrong and Thomas by examining how the mediation of amateur snapshots in the
aftermath oftragedy can be applied to and help illuminate one of the most infamous and
widely discussed works of crime literature in the twentieth century, Truman Capote' s In
Cold Blood.
Perhaps Capote's most celebrated work, In Cold Blood may seem to reflect some
of the traditional tropes of detection prevalent in earlier crime literature. The book traces
the investigation of a bizarre and irrational criminal act. It follows a lead detective, Alvin
Dewey, who obsesses over crime scene photographs that provide his only piece of hard
evidence: an image of a boot print left by a murderer. Furthermore, this photograph
eventually assists in incarcerating the two suspects. Still, it would be misleading to claim
that In Cold Blood adheres to the traditional detective genres that emphasize the
photograph's (and detective's) supernatural ability to detect justice. Because Capote
wrote about actual events after they occurred, his narration has little use for conventional
tropes of detection that seek to illustrate a reality previously hidden to his audience. He
must render a criminal investigation in which justice and truth have already been sought
and, for some, attained. Moreover, Capote' s nonfiction novel fails to endorse any
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comprehensible truth pertaining to the trial. In other words, justice is a highly relative
and unstable term in this novel. Thus Capote's detectives possess little of the revelatory
vision seen in conventional crime and punishment narratives. And yet, an investigatory
gaze still drives the narrative. In Cold Blood is an accumulation of Capote's own
investigatory work as a journalist and his omniscient narrator often employs a probing
gaze that seeks to unearth intimate details about the lives ofthose involved in the case. In
doing so, the narration becomes infatuated with private spheres. It gravitates to domestic
and fami lial spaces and seeks to identify victims by the things they have left behindmemorabilia of private histories.
As John Hollowell has pointed out, most recent criticism surrounding In Cold
Blood has been concerned with the "degree of closure and resolution" the book achieves

" with respect to reading the overall meaning of the Clutter murders" (97). Further, in
searching for the larger meaning of these murders, critics have been preoccupied with the
book's treatment of criminality. Both Brian Conniff and Phyllis Frus focus on Capote's
representation of the criminal act-Conniff sees this representation as one that ultimately
embraces the incomprehensibility of the murders while Frus views the act as rationalized
through middle-class ideology and psychological analysis. Likewise, Kathryn Bond
Stockton examines the complexities of "murderous motives" by focusing on Capote's
representation of Perry Smith as a queer or "protohomosexual" child whose actions are
propelled by "mismatched feelings" and "multilayered sideways inclinations" (302).
Other critics such as David Guest and Trent Hickman have read In Cold Blood as a
literary adaptation ofBentham' s panopticon, claiming that Capote's use of third person
omniscient narration creates a panoptic gaze that allows readers to supervise and
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figuratively imprison the murderers as well as the victims (the latter according to
Hickman). What this body of scholarship reveals is a tendency to approach In Cold
Blood through themes similar to those that drive traditional crime and punishment

literature: detection, deviance, justice, and surveillance. These arguments are compelling
and have greatly informed my own discussion; however, I believe that they can be
complimented and perhaps complicated by approaching this work from a perspective that
has taken into consideration the evolution of the visual culture that informs such works.
By understanding how family snapshots help to frame victims in the media' s
representation of violent crimes, we can begin to update our understanding of In Cold
Blood as a text that focuses not just on a criminal act but also on the series victimizations

that stem from that act.
Rose argues that the media's tendency to use the family snapshot as a means of
portraying victims to the public is a relatively recent trend (citing examples only
occurring since 2000). I will argue, though, that photographs such as those described by
Rose are poignant because they reflect photographically informed practices of seeing and
framing personal life that have been evident since the middle of the twentieth century, if
not longer. For example, while crime scene photographs and mug shots play a prominent
role in Capote's narration of In Cold Blood, they are often juxtaposed against descriptions
of another sort of photograph- the amateur snapshot. Close attention to narrative detail
reveals a partiality towards the photographs produced and collected by victims and their
loved ones: snapshots taken by amateur photographers that remain in their private
domains until dislodged by tragedy. Even though the mass media had yet to realize the
affective potential of amateur photos when Capote began writing In Cold Blood in the
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early sixties, the author does not fail to utilize the effect such images have when
portraying tragedy. The descriptions of these snapshots allow readers access into the
intimacies of victims' personal histories and show how the victims pictured their own
lives.
I want to argue that Capote's attention to amateur snapshots depicts certain
figures in the narrative as people who have pictured and framed their lives in ways that
are familiar to the broader public. This depiction gives readers access to the subjects'
private worlds while simultaneously forcing readers to respond to the disparities between
the ways lives are pictured and realities behind those framed lives. Moreover, I believe
that Capote's obsession with the pictured lives of his subjects is tied to a deeper
understanding of the photograph's psycho-social function as an object of memento mori.
By looking to Roland Barthes Camera Lucida as a conceptual touchstone, I will show
how the photographic snapshot can be used as a formal meditation on death and
mortality, which in turn produces a reading of Capote's nonfiction novel as a resurrection
of the six lives that were lost as a result of"four shotgun blast" on the night of the murder
(Capote 5). What becomes apparent in this approach to In Cold Blood is that Capote
complicates conventional ways of seeing in crime literature by juxtaposing detection and
surveillance against commonality and intimacy- public documents against private
memorabilia. While some argue that Capote enacts a supervisory gaze that imprisons the
convicts within his prose, I will argue that Capote's narrative gaze seeks to resurrect,
rather than imprison, the lives that have since been removed from the public he is
addressing with this work.
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Precious Moments: Snapshots in Prose
In the second section of In Cold Blood, "Persons Unknown," readers are
introduced to the most widely discussed photographs described in the narrative: images
taken by the police photographer at the scene of the crime-"twenty blown-up glossyprint pictures of Mr. Clutter's shattered skull, his son's demolished face, Nancy's bound
hands, her mother's death-dulled, still-staring eyes, and so on" (83). The images are the
subjects of Alvin Dewey's relentless detecting gaze that endeavors to "suddenly see
something" by honing a revelatory vision (83). Not surprisingly, one of the images does
yield the sort of veiled reality Dewey hopes to find: "footprints, the dusty trackings of
shoes with diamond-patterned soles. The prints, not noticeable to the naked eye,
registered on film; indeed, the delineating glare of a flashbulb had revealed their presence
with superb exactness" (83). The detecting gaze of the police photographer's camera
seeks to unveil hidden truths beneath the surface of the crime scene. As Dewey explains,
the photographs are like puzzles, " [t]he ones that ask, ' How many animals can you find
in this picture?"' (83).
If we look at how these photographs operate within this scene it should be quite
apparent that they reflect traditional notions of photographic detection in crime and
punishment literature. They exhibit a superhuman objectivity that can expose realities
hidden beneath the surface of the crime scene and, in doing so, focus on detecting the
deviate-finding the hidden "animals" (83). Though there are victims pictured here, the
description ofthese photographs work to sensationalize the irrationality of the criminal
act rather than to provide a pathway for readers to identify with the victims. The crime
scene images require us to consider the motivations of the killers and ask ourselves who
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could have carried out such a disturbing act and why would they have done so. Thus, the
description of these photographs seems to reflect the critical discussion surrounding In
Cold Blood that has been exclusively concerned with the criminal act. Aside from its
clear use of conventional tropes of detection, though, this passage is also representative
of the different types of information that interested Capote. For instance, these photos are
taken and produced for public service. Even though they may not be widely publicized,
they are intended to serve a public function by drawing forth the perpetrators involved in
the criminal act- by making them public. Taken in this light, it becomes apparent that the
descriptions of these images are part of Capote's interests in the fluctuation of public and
private information that circulates and proliferates in the aftermath of this tragedy.
Therefore, rather than understanding the images described above simply as detection
photographs, I want to recognize their significance in the interplay between the private
and public domains that Capote negotiates within his narration. The crime scene
photographs and criminal mug shots described in this work are photographs that belong
to the public and are intended to detect and to publicize their subjects. I am more
interested, however, in photographs described in the text that were originally produced
for private consumption. These are photographs that seek commonality rather that
aberrance- victims rather than perpetrators.
Before delving into the descriptions of such photographs in the text, I feel it
would be beneficial to consider the type of photograph of interest in my discussion-the
snapshot. As Jonathan Green has proposed, the snapshot is a type of photograph that is
composed with "total visual innocence": taken at eye level with a centered subject and
unstructured edges (15). The purpose ofthe snapshot is not to compose an aesthetically
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captivating image but to provide evidence of a moment of personal experience. Green
also notes that, "[f]or snapshooters themselves, these photographs are merely souvenirs"
(15). Like souvenirs, snapshots are simultaneously evidence and objectification of the
past. Furthermore, Green claims that the snapshot "is the photograph used as a means of
making private, family memorabilia, of recording the most ordinary, personal, and
communal affairs" (15). Thus, snapshots are inextricably bound to private spheres. They
are tangible pieces of private history that document the intimacies of family life; and yet
they are distinct from family portraits composed by professional photographers.
Professional family portraits, as noted by Julia Hirsch, display blood ties to those outside
of the familial unit while snapshots belong to those who pose for and compose these
images. Unlike professional portraits, snapshots are produced specifically for private
consumption.
Given the context in which we are examining this genre of photography, none of
the above criteria are as immediately arresting as Green's claim that snapshots are
composed with "total visual innocence" (15). The innocence referred to by Green is the
aesthetic naivete of the snapshooter; however, in the context of representing victims, this
visual innocence helps to portray a presumed purity that is framed in the snapshots of the
victimized subject. Snapshots, therefore, are directly bound to the nai've chastity that
becomes associated with the most sympathetic and pure victims. Not surprisingly, the
first snapshots that appear in In Cold Blood emerge in a similar context.
Capote's first section of the book, Last to See Them Alive, illustrates the events of
the day prior to the Clutter family murders and, in doing so, documents the innocence of
the family's last moments as they carry out their daily routine entirely unaware of the fate
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that awaits them. Capote attends each member of the household by incorporating
eyewitness testimonies and direct observations of the remnants left behind by the victims.
Nancy Clutter, in all her innocence and purity, is arguably the novel' s most
conventionally recognizable victim. The pie-baking, ribbon-winning, and diary-writing
town darling begs for readers'. sympathy because she, of all people, seems least worthy of
the fate she is dealt. Indeed, Capote is able to acquire ample eyewitness testimonies that
accounted for Nancy' s talents and kind nature. Her teachers, neighbors, and her
boyfriend, Bobby, provide intimate details that intensify the incomprehensibility of her
death. Yet, Capote does not stop with these accounts. When he describes Nancy's
bedroom, the narration focuses momentarily on her bulletin board and desk, which are
covered with snapshots she' s collected through the years:
A cork bulletin board, painted pink hung above a white-skirted dressing
table; dry gardenias, the remains of some ancient corsage were attached to
it, and the old valentines, newspaper recipes, and snapshots of her baby
nephew and of Susan Kidwell and of Bobby Rupp, Bobby caught in a
dozen actions-swinging a bat, dribbling a basketball, driving a tractor,
wading, in bathing trunks, at the edge of McKinney Lake (which was as
far as he dared go, for he had never learned to swim). And there were
photographs of the two together-Nancy and Bobby. Of these, she liked
best one that showed them sitting in a leaf-dappled light amid picnic
debris and looking at one another with expression that, though unsmiling,
seemed mirthful and full of delight. Pictures, of horses, of cats deceased
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but unforgotten- like "poor boobs," who had died not long ago and most
mysteriously (she suspected poison)-encumbered her desk. (56)
Obviously, these images correspond with much of the snapshot criteria described above.
They depict subjects of familial and intimate relations to Nancy, they provide a certain
form of remembrance ("like 'poor boobs,' who had died not long ago"), and they
function as collectable objects of affection. The fact that these pictures are collected on a
bulletin board that Nancy kept in her bedroom speaks to the idea that snapshots are
produced for private consumption because she keeps these pictures in her most intimate
space for her own viewing pleasure. More importantly, though, this passage testifies to
Nancy's life in pictures. Capote utilizes the bulletin board to reveal this life to his
audience but the poignancy of this scene comes not from what the readers learn about
Nancy but how they learn it. Rather than reading testimonies from Nancy's relatives and
peers, this passage presents readers with Nancy' s life as she viewed and chose to frame it,
for these photographs are snapshots that she collected herself-personal memorabilia of a
private history. In describing these images, Capote creates a unique pathway for readers
to sympathize with Nancy's character as a victim who pictures her life as innocent and
optimistic by using snapshots to visualize her personal identity. Like the images that don
the first pages of Jaycee Dugard's memoir, Nancy Clutter's collection of photographs
amplify her character's victimization by utilizing a genre of photography that, by its very
nature, pictures its subject within a frame of blithe innocence.
Even though the photographs Nancy kept are private documents that are collected
and cherished, her tragic death disrupts the privacy that she, her family, and her
community once enjoyed. The actual murders mark an initial intrusion into the Clutter's
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household, which led to a publicized investigation and, eventually, Capote's own
publicizing ofthe Clutter's private life and details of the case (not to mention subsequent
films based on the Capote' s nonfiction novel as well as the author' s experiences of
writing it). Furthermore, the photographs that Capote describes and brings to public
attention are recognizably private, not only because they are collected in Nancy' s
bedroom but also because of who they depict (close friends, family, love interest, and
deceased pets) and how they depict them: "she liked best one that showed them sitting in
a leaf-dappled light amid picnic debris and looking at one another with expression that,
though unsmiling, seemed mirthful and full of delight" (56). The significance of the
snapshot as an accessible and familiar type of photograph allows the public to identify
with Nancy' s life in pictures in the same way that we identify our own. In other words,
Nancy has pictured her life in the same ways that photographic technology has enabled
the broader public to do the same. Thus, Capote asks readers to sympathize with this
victim not just by revealing her pure and innocent nature (though that helps) but also
through his ability to show us Nancy's life as she saw it through the snapshots she
collected-a remarkably personal and yet familiar vision.
The snapshots collected by Nancy Clutter provide a simple yet effective way of
representing victimization in the novel- simple because Capote's representation of
Nancy Clutter is drastically one-dimensional. Though the narration provides ample
characterization for this particular subject, Nancy' s role is quite simply that of the
innocent victim. Her purity and innocence creates a sense of inevitability regarding her
ultimate role as a victim and the snapshots she collects reflect that victimization by
revealing her unconcerned perspective on her own life. Further, readers are presented
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with no reason to assume that there are any disparities between how Nancy pictures her
life, how she lives it, and how she is later represented to us in Capote's book. As far as
readers know, Nancy Clutter is the embodiment of youth and innocence both within the
text and without. The notion of photographic innocence, however, loses its simplicity as
photographs continue to emerge in ways that represent more complex victimizations. In
fact, such snapshots are exposed again in Capote's characterization ofNancy's literary
foil- her murderer Perry Smith.
Like Nancy, Perry Smith also collects photographs. One significant example
takes place in a hotel in Mexico where Perry and his criminal accomplice, Richard
Hitchcock, are preparing to depart and live, once again, on the road. While Hitchcock
savors his last moments with his lover Inez, Perry gathers only his most essential and
portable belongings. Of the selected "mementos" are old letters, newspaper "clippings,"
and, of course, photographs (125). Capote explains that Perry did not "care to chance the
loss of a manila envelope fat with photographs-primarily of himself, and ranging in
time from a pretty-little-boy portrait made when he was in the Merchant Marine (and on
the back of which he had scribbled, '16 yrs. old. Young, happy-go-lucky & Innocent' ) to
the recent Acapulco pictures" (145-146). Smith's collection of photographs is both
similar and distinct from the photographs from Nancy's bedroom. Like Nancy, Perry
collects snapshots and thus sees his life as a memorable personal history. The fact that the
photographs are among his most precious belongings emphasizes the significance of
snapshots as collectible pieces of one' s past that are considered to be among one's most
private and intimate possessions. Therefore, Smith's photographic collection consists of
private, personal images that Capote publicizes in the aftermath of tragedy. Along with
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this, Smith's inscription on the back of the photograph ("Young, happy-go-lucky &
Innocent") reflects the snapshot's tendency to frame the subject as morally chaste and
suggests a certain purity within the subject pictured in the photograph. Thus, the
murderer sees himself in his snapshots as a naive and innocent child and Capote draws a
connection between the victim and her victimizer by showing us how similarly they have
pictured, framed, and viewed their respective lives.
The disparities between Perry and Nancy's snapshots are evident in the content of
the photographs. For instance, while Nancy's snapshots contain images of her friends and
loved ones, Perry's snapshots are "primarily of himself' (145). This difference, however
subtle, speaks to a fundamental difference between these two characters. While Nancy
curates photographs that depict a wealth of family, friends, and cherished relationships,
Perry's photographs show only himself-a loner without connections to any traditional
familial structure. Furthermore, readers encounter these images amid descriptions of
Perry' s other private memorabilia, most ofwhich reflect various aspects of his isolated
past. A letter from Perry's father attempts to gamer sympathy from court officials by
describing the unfavorable circumstances of Perry's upbringing. Another letter from
Perry's sister, Barbara Johnson, is written in a cold and unsympathetic language that
suggests a distant if not altogether nonexistent relationship between the siblings. The
lack of friends and loved ones in Perry's snapshots reflect a reality hidden behind the
"happy-go-lucky" facades that are framed in each photograph: the reality that Perry's past
has been neither blithe nor innocent, but rather traumatic and painful (146). Thus, the
similarities that exist between Nancy and Perry are only similarities in self-perception as
Perry's collection of photographs attempt to create a wholesome past that never actually
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existed. Where Nancy's photographs seem to correspond to her actual life (as illustrated
by Capote), Perry's snapshots are idealizations that have little correlation with the life he
has actually lived.
Interestingly, Perry's snapshots become emblematic of the murderer's tendency to
fantasize about alternative realities that offer him a way to escape the harsh actualities he
has faced during his life. For example, Perry's recurring childhood dream- in which a
large, yellow, parrot-like bird swoops down to save him from the various realities that
threaten him emotionally and physically-exemplifies his predisposition to cope with
traumatic experiences through imaginative fantasies. His collection of snapshots offer a
similar narrative of escapism, only they provide an escape from the past, not the present.
Capote makes this connection explicit when he describes several images from Perry's
collection that were taken in Acapulco with Dick after the two fled the country: "they
were remarkable photographs, and what made them so was Perry's expression, his look
of unflawed fulfillment, of beatitude, as though at last, and as in one of his dreams, a tall
yellow bird had hauled him to heaven" (120). Here, in the wake ofthe murders, Perry
pictures himself with "unflawed fulfillment," without concern of the realities that will
soon envelope him. The description of these images provides the starkest contrast
between Perry's pictured life and the reality he endeavors to escape from and, in doing
so, exposes his tendency to frame fantasies via photographs.
In some ways, Capote's use of the snapshot plays on the sympathies of his
audience. Like the snapshots that emerge in the mass media today, Capote' s narration
pays specific attention to the images that are recognizable as documents composed for
private consumption. They provide perspectives that are more intimate and poignant than
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verbal testimonies and allow readers to access pictured lives that are similar to our own
photo collections. In doing so, however, Capote exploits the visual innocence with which
snapshots are composed when he describes Perry· Smith's collection of images.
Obviously, readers are intended to feel for Perry when we learn that he does not see
himself as a killer or deviant, but the disparities between how he pictures his life and how
his life has actually unfolded also suggests we scrutinize the snapshot's fidelity to reality.
Consider, for instance, a moment in the narration when Capote illustrates a scene in
which investigators have departed from the home of Perry's sister, Barbara Johnson, after
a lengthy interrogation. Barbara puts her children to bed and returns to her living-room
couch with a strong drink and "a picture album propped against her knees" (183). As
Barbara begins to flip through the photo album, each image elicits specific memories
from the childhood she and Perry shared together. As one might expect, most of the
photographs described here belong to the snapshot genre and the descriptions of these
photographs exude the sort of presupposed purity common to snapshots. "'Tex John
Smith Family picking berries in Oregon"' reads a caption inscribed on the back of a
snapshot ( 184). Another image pictures Perry and his siblings "together bathing naked in
a diamond-watered creek" (184). In the latter picture, Perry is a "pot-bellied, sun
blackened cupid, clutching his sister's hand and giggling" (184). To say that Capote's
descriptions of these particular images reflect the snapshot's aptitude for picturing
innocence would be an understatement. Capote uses these images to illustrate scenes that
are nearly utopian in their representation of these siblings as angelic bodies in a pastoral
setting. The fantasy portrayed by each image, however, bears a stark contrast to the
traumatic memories they produce from Barbara: "Barbara Johnson remembered that once
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the family had lived for days on rotten bananas, and that, as a result, Perry had got colic"
(184). As Barbara continues to flip through the pages, she considers the origins of another
image:
In another snapshot (Mrs. Johnson was unsure, but she thought probably it
was taken at a remote Nevada ranch where the family was staying when a
final battle between the parents, a terrifying contest in which horsewhips
and scalding water and kerosene lamps were used as weapons, had
brought the marriage to a stop), she and Perry are astride a pony, their
heads are together, their cheeks touch; beyond them dry mountains burn.
(184)
The lengthy parenthetical that interrupts Capote's description of the image offers an
explicit example of the snapshot's penchant for glossing over the realities that lay behind
these private embellishments of personal history. Though the image portrays another
scene from a seemingly blissful childhood, Barbara is forced to recall the " terrifying
contest" that led to the family's disbandment. Capote allows this memory to intrude upon
his description of the image, forcing readers to recognize the discrepancies between the
characters' pictured lives and the lives they actually live.
In my analysis of the crime scene photographs that initiated this discussion, I
stated that my interests lie in Capote's attention toward the different types of imagespublic and private-that crop up in the text. Public photographs, as mentioned
previously, are those that seek to publicize their subjects. The private photographs that
have taken up the bulk of my analysis so far, however, are images that have been curated
by individuals as a way to picture and frame their personal experiences-to see their
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respective lives documented and authenticated by photography. At this point, it becomes
important to understand these two different types of visual documents in relationship to
one another so that we may begin to answer questions regarding how they complicate
some of the traditional tropes found in crime literature.
Public images, as previously explained, reiterate many themes such as detection,
justice, and surveillance, which are commonly attributed to crime and punishment
literature. In their relentless attempt to explain obscured realities, the public images in
this text picture their subjects within a frame of presupposed objectivity (recall the
"delineating glare of the flashbulb" that reveals the criminals' footprints with "superb
exactness") (83). In other words, these photographs ask us to view them as empirical
images that document a reality far too nebulous for human eyes to interpret accurately.
With this in mind, the private photographs I have examined become increasingly
peculiar. Though their purpose is that of (auto-)biographical documentation, they often
result in distortions of the realities they claim to depict. Perry' s collection of snapshots
reflects his tendency to produce fantastical and imaginative non-realities that provide an
escape from the traumatic life he lives. The photographs in Barbara Johnson' s album
portray a strangely blissful childhood but are accompanied by memories of a highly
dysfunctional upbringing. These distortions are not simply the consequences of the
snapshot's overcompensating quest for normality, but rather the result of the snapshot' s
blatant reliance on subjective perspectives. For instance, even though Nancy Clutter's
photographs seem to portray her life honestly, as unconcerned and innocent, the
poignancy of these images does not come from their fidelity to reality (if it can even be
considered so). The photographs collected by Nancy are meaningful because of the
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overwhelming subjectivity that exudes from them- the readers' awareness that we are
being granted the privilege of seeing Nancy's subconscious construction of her own selfperception by how she has, quite literally, pictured her life. Therefore, Capote juxtaposes
public photographs, which assume superhuman objectivity, against private photographs
that rely on the critical inadequacies of human vision. The greater implications of this
juxtaposition, of course, is that the camera, once considered to be an apparatus of precise
scientific vision, has become a contributor to the obscured realities it once endeavored to
penetrate. Not only this, but Capote's attention to this image/reality dichotomy suggests
the author's faith in his own medium, language, as a way to illuminate the truth that
appears to be shrouded in unreliable images.
Indeed, Capote's attention to different types of photographic images can be read
as a critique of the myths surrounding the camera's inherent objectivity. Even further,
such a reading might suggest that Capote' s search for glossed-over realities still mimics
the detecting gazes so prominent in more traditional crime and punishment narratives.
However, I feel that it would be more productive for my purposes to consider Capote's
descriptions of these images not as blatant denials of photographic authority, but rather as
the treatment of ubiquitous images found in a society that is hesitant to either grant or
deny pictures the authority they claim to possess. In other words, Capote must negotiate
what W. J. T. Mitchell has referred to as a "double consciousness" regarding our
tendency to devalue images while simultaneously recognizing their influence over us (7).
For the latter part of my discussion, I want to use the snapshot as a tool for understanding
a complex relationship between certain images and their viewers and how this
relationship speaks to the broader scheme of Capote's narrative techniques.
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Resurrecting the Dead
The narration that dramatizes Capote's nonfiction novel has garnered much
attention throughout the years. As Goran Radonjic explains, "it could ... be said that the
story is (or the stories are) told in cold blood- meaning that there is an abstract narrator
that restrains from almost any direct comment, reflection or feeling" (143-144).
Likewise, Chris Anderson argues that Capote's seeming omniscience is a byproduct of
the author's ability to silence himself-to remove his authorial presence entirely from the
narration. When considering the analysis conducted in the previous section of my
discussion, these issues regarding Capote's narrative strategies become increasingly
important. For instance, when David Guest speaks of Capote's narrative omniscience, he
claims that "[t]he disappearance of the narrator assures the reader that the narrative point
ofview is both unlimited and objective" (114). The implication ofthis "objective"
perspective, according to Guest, is that Capote's narrator is granted an all-encompassing
gaze that "recreates the privileged, diagnostic vision of surveillance" (1 09). In other
words, Guest's argument understands Capote's objective narration in the same way that
my discussion perceives the presumed objectivity of public images-"Like the police
photographer's camera, and like the trained gaze of the expert, Capote's narrator sees
more than the ' naked eye'" (113).
Guest is right to read Capote's narrative objectivity as informed by particular
ways of seeing. However, the visual metaphors Guest utilizes are derived from a specific
mode of inquiry that stems from Michel Foucault's historical and theoretical examination
of penal systems, thus reinforcing the scholarship based on the text' s treatment of
criminality. Keeping with the purposes of my discussion, I find it appropriate to
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reexamine Capote's narrative techniques in light of a visual culture that has been
informed by photography's increasingly democratic vision as exemplified by the ubiquity
of amateur snapshots in the mid to late twentieth century. More specifically, I want to
turn to certain critics who provide conceptual guideposts for understanding our
ambiguous and oftentimes ambivalent relationship with the photographic images that
have proliferated throughout contemporary visual culture. It is my argument that this
conceptual foundation will help us see how this text not only "reproduce[s] the
incarceration of its subjects," as Guest argues, but also how it represents and even
resurrects its subjects for its audience (130).
Indeed, private snapshots publicized in the aftermath of tragedy have inspired
much of my discussion. Their familiarity combined with their ability to provide
subjectively framed realities make these visual documents particularly effective tools for
eliciting sympathy. While this analysis is well grounded, I want to suggest that there are
also deeper, more implicit reasons that these photographs tend to resonate with us. As
mentioned previously, Gillian Rose argues that family photos that appear in public media
allow the public to project themselves into the image- to see themselves as the victims of
whatever tragedy is being reported. However, Rose also implies ulterior explanations for
the snapshot's effect: "[Snapshots] appear most often as photos of bodies missing from
that public: abducted, disappeared, murdered. They appear both as the public and as gaps
in the body public; they are absent, gone, dead; they are the public's wounds" (86). Not
only do these photographs represent victims to the public; they also reproduce those who
are missing and, in most cases dead. What Rose appears to suggest is that, along with the
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snapshot's familiarity, the effectiveness of these images is also due to their aptitude for
representing those who are deceased and missing from our lives.
Rose's emphasis on the absence of photographed victims speaks to the influential
theory of photography that understands the photograph as memento mori. In his essay
"Rhetoric of the Image," Roland Barthes describes the concept of the image as "representation, which is to say ultimately resurrection" (32). In this particular instance,
Barthes is speaking about images in general; but, as Martin Jay points out in his chapter
The Camera as Memento Mori, these notions are reflective of Barthes' more specific
concerns about photography's relationship with mortality. Barthes' last book, Camera
Lucida, marks the author's most substantial contribution to the topic of photography and,
not surprisingly, the basis of its critical concepts is founded on the relationship between
photography and death. As Barthes leads his readers in search of photography's essential
quality, he examines his favorite photographs and, eventually, focuses on one image of
his recently deceased mother. "In front ofthe photograph of my mother as a child,"
Barthes explains, " I tell myself: she is going to die: I shudder, like Winnicott's psychotic
patient, over a catastrophe which has already occurred. Whether or not the suoject is
already dead, every photograph is this catastrophe" (96). For Barthes, this image of his
mother long before her death is reflective of the essence of photography. Because he
understands photographs to have an indexical relationship with their referent, Barthes
sees photographs not as representations but as analogical denotations of reality. "'This
has been,"' Barthes explains, is the "simple, banal" essence of photography ( 115).
Photographs, therefore, will always offer a literal resurrection of their subject and,
because of this, they tend to show us what has been and what we have since lost.
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In light ofBarthes' examination, the photographs that represent (indeed, "represent") victims to the public become increasingly illuminated. They are no longer
simple visual depictions that appeal to the public's sympathies, but are rather images that
embody a complex relationship'between their viewers and their subjects who are no
longer with us. Moreover, though, I want to suggest that Barthes ideas about
photographic resurrection also impact our reading of the photographs that emerge in
Capote's narration. While these images obviously provide a pathway for readers to
sympathize with their subjects, they also play an important part in Capote's larger
narrative technique, which I find to be highly reflective ofBarthes' ideas. Capote's
narrative omniscience, for example, attempts to mimic the denotative message of the
photograph as described by Barthes. By erasing himself from his narration, Capote
attempts to show his audience without commenting. His language tries to point to what
has been without connotation- to show a reality unfiltered through any interpretation.
This, of course, produces drastic paradox because Capote's narrative omniscience- his
attempt to show unfiltered reality- is the same narrative strategy that causes his prose to
seem fictionalized. Arguably, this is why In Cold Blood has been so provocative and
disconcerting to readers over the years-because it asks us to trust its portrayal of an
unfiltered reality by delivering that reality through fictional methods.
Though Capote's narrative omniscience may not succeed in its mimicry of the
photograph's strictly denotative message, its attempt to do so enables the narration to
provide the same sense of resurrection characteristic ofBarthes' photograph. Take, for
instance, this excerpt from a New York Times interview in which Capote defends himself
against those who challenge his fidelity to fact: "People are so suspicious. They ask,
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' How can you reconstruct the conversation of a dead girl, Nancy Clutter, without
fictionalizing?' If they read the book carefully, they can see readily enough how it' s
done. It's a silly question" (Plimpton 207-208). Because Capote erases himself from the
narration, writing in third person as if he bore witness to what has been, Capote must
"reconstruct," or, for our purposes, resurrect the lives that were lost in this tragedy. The
first section of the book, The Last to See Them Alive, sets out to perform this specific
function as Capote illustrates the last day of each of the slain victims' lives. In this
section readers learn Herb Clutter's morning routine and experience his last execution of
this procedure. We learn of Herb's feelings about his daughter' s relationship with her
boyfriend, Bobby, and ofNancy's uncertainty toward this relationship. Readers also
come to understand Bonnie Clutter's suppressed emotions as the cause of her poor mental
state. Aside from resurrecting the murder victims, though, Capote must also reconstruct
scenes of Dick and Perry's lives that the author could never have witnessed (I am
thinking specifically about a scene in which Capote describes a dog trotting across a road
as Dick and Perry travel down the interstate- Dick swerves to hit the dog and it appears
as though there is no way that Capote could have known this event was true). Indeed, the
description of the murder speaks to Capote's reconstruction of events that were beyond
his perceptions (though he uses Perry's confession to reconstruct much of the djalogue
from that scene). What becomes apparent is that Capote's narrative reconstructions- his
fictionalizations of truth-act as the symbolic resurrections of those who are deceased or
will be by the time of the book's publication. Because Capote makes certain that his
audience understands the results of the case from the outset of his narrative ("four
shotgun blasts that, all told, ended six human lives"), the poignancy of his prose comes
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from the resurrections of intimate lives and subjective perspectives that are presented to
us through a perspective that wants us to believe that this has been (5). As readers, we
encounter these resurrections and, like Barthes, understand that these subjects will die.
We must "shudder. . .over a catastrophe that has already occurrecf' (Barthes, 96).
There are many critics, such as David Eason, who suggests that Capote's
relationship with the "Image World" is one that reinforces "the traditional duality
between image and reality" (192). In other words, Capote must penetrate the image in
order to reveal an obscured reality for his audience. I feel that my discussion has provided
appropriate examples and analysis to support this claim (specifically, Capote's attention
to the pictured lives that distort realities they claim to present). I also feel, however, that
this chapter embarks on ways of understanding In Cold Blood that embrace a more
complicated relationship with images. The amateur snapshots that provide much of the
inspiration for this study teach us about this complex relationship not because they show
us how reality can be obscured by the photographic image, but because they exemplify
our inability to see images simply as images. In his book What Do Pictures Want?, W. J.
T. Mitchell bases his entire study on the fact that-that regardless of how modem we
become-how critical, intelligent, and aware- we still fall in the habit of treating images
as if they were living things. I would argue that this double consciousness is made
apparent in In Cold Blood. Even though Capote shows us lives as they have been
pictured and framed behind individual perspectives, he also re-presents these lives in a
way that feels uncannily real. In doing so, Capote asks us to utilize another sort of double
consciousness in reading his narrative-~me that understands this text as a flawed
representation but sees, through his omniscient narration, a resurrection of what has been.
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CHAPTER III
"HERE TO WATCH": PHOTOGRAPHY AND THE ETHICS OF PICTURING WAR
IN MICHAEL HERR'S DISPATCHES
The previous chapter offers a critical perspective of photography that relies on a
paradoxical conception of the medium: the idea that we devalue photographs as mere
images (that may obfuscate reality) while simultaneously acknowledging them as icons
or sacred re-presentations oflost lives. In this chapter, I want to expand on this notion of
photography's ambivalence and the way it bridges dichotomies even as it alternately
inhabits them. Susan Sontag describes the practice of photography as "essentially an act
of non-intervention," meaning that "[t]he person who intervenes cannot record; the
person who is recording cannot intervene" (11-12). For Sontag, the photographer actively
encourages "whatever is going on to keep on happening" (12). She argues that "[t]o take
a picture is to have an interest in things as they are, in the status quo remaining
unchanged (at least for as long as it takes to get a 'good' picture)" (12). Though this
analysis appears to convey the passivity of the camera as an "observation station,"
Sontag's relentlessly dialectical argument goes on to suggest that "the act of
photographing is more than passive observation" (12). Indeed, Sontag confers the
photographer' s subtle endorsement ofthe "status quo" with an understanding of the
photographic act as a blatantly aggressive gesture: "there is something predatory in the
act of taking a picture. To photograph people is to violate them, by seeing them as they
never see themselves, by having knowledge of them they can never have; it turns people
into objects that can be symbolically possessed" (14). Thus, Sontag recognizes the
photographer's constant oscillation between polarized concepts. On one hand, the
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photographic act necessitates passivity; the photographer must not take part in the reality
he/she seeks to record. On the other hand, the photographer embodies an aggressive
predatory desire to seize and capture a vulnerable subject.
What becomes apparent in this conception of photography is that, whether
through passivity or aggressioJ?,, the ethics of photographing are inevitably fraught.
Sontag makes this point apparent by looking to photographs of war and suffering to
buttress her argument about the ethical failures of photography. Such images, according
to Sontag, depict "situations where the photographer has the choice between a
photograph and a life" ( 12). The existence of the image, of course, reveals the
photographer's ultimate decision. It is on this side of the paradox-the passive observer
in a volatile environment- that we can begin to understand what this paradoxical notion
can teach us about narrative nonfiction. Though many texts from the New Journalism
repertoire can be construed as the textual byproducts of volatile environments, perhaps
none are as readily applicable to Sontag's analysis as Michael Herr's Dispatches. A
journalistic account of the author's experiences in the Vietnam War, Dispatches is
hyperaware of the ambiguous and ambivalent implications of observing and recording
war. Herr contemplates the disconcerting notion that, while many soldiers were drafted to
fight in the war, he was simply "there to watch" (19). Because ofhis persistent anxiety
regarding his role as an observer of war, Herr represents his subject through a selfreflexive lens that constantly reminds readers of conventional media's failure to report a
true experience of the Vietnam War. Dispatches, therefore, represents a struggle to
articulate the inexpressible, which results in a text that attempts to perform the experience
of war rather than describe it.
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Herr's self-reflexivity and anxieties toward his role in the Vietnam War have
sparked many critical conversations regarding his rhetorical and thematic choices in
Dispatches. Indeed, my discussion is not the first to read Sontag's analysis of the

photographic act in favor of understanding Herr's journalism. In her article "Subverting
Autobiography: War, Narrati':'e, and Ethics in Michael Herr's Dispatches," Meghan Lau
uses Sontag's notion of photographic passivity as model for understanding Herr' s
"ethical anxieties" regarding his role as a war correspondent. According to Lau, a
"complex dynamic of self-representation" exists in Dispatches and Herr's ambivalence
concerning his passivity as a war correspondent results in the suppression of his
autobiographical narrative (193). In Lau's words, Herr's "ethical anxiety is manifest as a
tendency to focus on the stories of others to the exclusion of his own" (194). Lau's
article is important to my discussion in its acknowledgement of how this text "pauses at
the threshold of autobiography." Further, this essay also suggests that Herr's authorial
self is directly informed by his ethical concerns regarding observing and recording war.
Nevertheless, I feel that Lau's emphasis on Herr's detachment may oversimplify some of
the very complexities it attempts to address. For one, Herr's understanding of his role as a
journalist goes beyond the notion of a passive observer in that it reflects Sontag' s
concerns about both the passivity and aggression of mediating war. Also, while it is true
that Herr does not situate the war within the context of his own life story, his first person
narration is unavoidably personal and, as John Hellman has famously pointed out, its
vividness is achieved "not by presenting immediate experience, but through an intensely
felt act of shaping memory" (131). Thus, Dispatches can be read as the textual
embodiment of a deeply psychological and cathartic act of an author who makes
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"experience meaningful... through the process of reflection" (Hellman 130). With this in
mind, it becomes important to reconsider Herr' s self-representation and how it is affected
by his ethical anxieties as an observer of war.
In this discussion I seek to understand Dispatches as a text that is aware of the
"visibility" of its subject-one that treats the war in Vietnam as mass-mediated event.
While several critics have examined the thematic presence of American cinema and
filmic metaphors used in Herr's journalism, I want to examine the role of photographyboth the photographs and the photojournalists that appear in Dispatches-in order to
understand how Herr negotiates the ethical implications of reporting a perversely
photogenic war and how these implications affect the author's own formal strategies.
Like Lau' s discussion, the argument I develop is deeply concerned with Herr's selfrepresentation as an author of an unconventional brand of journalism. However, by
acknowledging the paradoxical nature of the photographic act it becomes apparent that
Herr's ethical concerns and self-consciousness take the shape of authorial intrusions
rather than autobiographical suppressions. In order to prove this, I want to first examine
the role of photography in Herr' s narration by focusing on how the author describes
photographs as visual products of aggressive desires. Moreover, I will show that Herr's
attention to the photographic act becomes emblematic of his broader concerns regarding
his own relationship with his journalistic subject. Therefore, in the latter part of my
discussion I will discuss how Herr's characterization of the photographic act as an
aggressive gesture forces the author to intrude into the frame and draw attention to his
own medium- language-so that readers can acknowledge the ethical and
communicative failures of mediated information.
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Herr' s experimental brand of journalism has garnered considerable critical
attention since its book-length publication in 1978. For many writers including Thomas
Carmichael, Lucas Carpenter, and Brady Harrison, Dispatches exemplifies a
quintessentially postmodern text; its self-reflexivity and constant references to pop
culture helps to create a type of collage that embraces a fragmentation of experience.
Even Fredric Jameson points to Herr's "great book on the experience of Vietnam" when
he explains the breakdown of traditional narrative paradigms in his seminal
Postmodernism, or the Cultural Logic ofLate Capitalism (44 ). Though some critics such

as MariaS. Bonn and Jim Nielson take issue with Herr's sexualization and/or
glamorization of war, the general consensus, as Ty Hawkins has pointed out, is that
"none of the American postmodern Vietnam War texts have been better received
than .. .Dispatches" (131).
Dispatches' reputation becomes increasingly impressive when considering the

amount of literature to come out of the Vietnam War. As Carpenter explains:
One of the many ironies of the Vietnam War is that the one war America
lost gave rise to more and better literature--collectively- than any of
America's other twentieth century wars, the overwhelming majority of it
written by the war's veterans, who realized early on that this was not their
father's war. (30)
Furthermore, ofthe literature to come out of the Vietnam War, Dispatches is not the only
text that represents its subject as an essentially postmodern experience. What
distinguishes Dispatches from other texts to come out of the Vietnam War is not
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necessarily Herr's choice to convey the experience as a self-reflexive and fragmented
postmodem performance of war, but rather to do so from the perspective of someone
whose role in Vietnam was that of an observer and mediator ofviolent imagery. Like so
many other American events that occurred during this time (Presidential debates,
assassinations, and political movements), the Vietnam War was the first of its kind to be
televised and, therefore, represented a new kind media spectacle not yet witnessed by an
American audience. The visibility of the war in Vietnam plays a central role in Herr's
journalism because of the author's awareness of being a participant in the onslaught of
mediated information, visual or otherwise, being disseminated to American media
consumers at this time. Dispatches, therefore, encapsulates the American experience of
the Vietnam War because the text is grounded in the central idea that this war exists as a
media event as much as it does as a military campaign. The idea that the war in Vietnam
was an event experienced on a variety of levels resonates with Herr's concluding
statement: "Vietnam Vietnam Vietnam, we've all been there" (243).
Herr's treatment of war-as-spectacle directly informs his journalism as it often
adopts different modes ofvisual rhetoric as a means of performing the war. Critics most
frequently comment on the presence of movies as thematic devices in Herr's writing.
Maggie Gordon, for instance, reads Dispatches as a "thinly veiled screenplay" and
establishes a set of filmic criteria such as film montage, soundtrack, and romanticized
characters to provide a complete analysis of the text's innately cinematic structure (17).
On the other hand, though, Herr's filmic allusions act as tools for synthesizing the reality
of war with the simulated fictions represented by popular American cinema. Take the
following passage, for instance, when Herr conjures a "Mythopathic moment":
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Fort Apache, where Henry Fonda as a the new colonel says to John
Wayne, the old hand, ' We saw some Apache as we neared the fort,' and
John Wayne says, "If you saw them, sir, they weren't Apache.' But this
colonel is obsessed, brave like a maniac, not very bright, a West Point
aristo wounded in his career and his pride, posted out to some Arizona
shithole with only marginal consolation: he's a professional and this is a
war, the only war we 've got. So he gives the John Wayne information a
pass and he and half his command get wiped out. More a war movie than
a Western, Nam paradigm, Vietnam, not a movie, no jive cartoon either
where the characters get smacked around and electrocuted and dropped
from heights, flattened out and frizzed black and broken like a dish, and
then up again and whole and back in the game, "Nobody dies," as
someone said in another war movie. (43)
This passage exemplifies Herr' s appropriation of cinematic templates for the purpose of
understanding the war scenes he is witnessing as a correspondent in Vietnam. As Bonn
explains it, "one of Herr's most common representational tropes for the jarring
epistemological dissonance is the Vietnam-war-as-movie paradigm" (33). However, as
the latter portion of the aforementioned passage testifies, these cinematic paradigms often
fail to accommodate the scenes witnessed by Herr in the war: "Vietnam, not a movie, no
jive cartoon either." Herr later speaks to the inadequacy of cinematic paradigms when he
explains that, "The Green Berets doesn't count. That wasn't really about Vietnam, it was
about Santa Monica" (176). In a sense, Herr references film only to suggest that it is
insufficient as a means to represent the postmodem experience of the war in Vietnam.
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Even though the Herr continually points to these filmic moments, I would argue that he
does so only to exacerbate the conflict between conventional methods of narrating war
and this new experience that is beyond anything ever presented in the movies that abound
in American cinema culture.
For the reasons outlined above, it may be misleading to take Herr too literally
when he writes of Vietnam correspondents, "[w]e have all been compelled to make our
own movies, as many movies as there are correspondents, and this one is mine" (176).
Though Gordon and Harrison both argue that Herr "asks us to see Dispatches as a film
instead of a book," I want to argue that it is failure of the filmic paradigm that this book
attempts to address, and that it is probably best to understand Herr's work simply as a
text rather than a conflation of media (Harrison 89). Still, as a text, it is not difficult to
notice how Herr's writing is informed by visual media. Brady provides an interesting
point when he explains how Herr "establish[es] hyperimages that will survive the eye and
mind-numbing assault of televised carnage" (89, 90). According to Brady, Herr projects
these "hyperimages" onto metaphorical motion picture screens that are constructed by
readers, who represent "seasoned viewer[s] of cinema and television screens" (90).
Though Brady grounds his notion of" hyperimages" within the framework of Herr's
obsession with moving pictures, his characterization of such images as those that
"survive the eye and mind-numbing assault of televised carnage" bears a stark
resemblance to a passage from Sontag's analysis of photography:
Photographs may be more memorable than moving images, because they
are a neat slice oftime, not a flow. Television is a stream ofunderselected
images, each of which cancels its predecessor. Each still photograph is a
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privileged moment, turned into a slim object that one can keep and look at
again (17-18).
Sontag echoes this sentiment again in her later work Regarding the Pain of Others:
"Nonstop imagery (television, streaming video, movies) is our surround, but when it
comes to remembering, the photograph has the deeper bite" (22).
In order to understand Herr's "hyperimages," his attempts to interrupt the flow of
moving images that numb the eye and the mind, we ought to turn first to photography and
its role in this text. Robert Hamilton considers Herr' s characterization of Tim Page, a
colleague and revered photojournalist, as evidence of the Vietnam photojournalists'
cultural significance as "hip" seekers oftruth who transgress the "American ideological
apparatus (the press)" and are thus represented as antiheroes, or '"wigged out' crazy
youth on a reckless apolitical adventure" (51). In another article, James Goodwin
compares Dispatches to images taken by Vietnam photojournalists in order to show how
postmodem discourse can help us understand the ways that we picture the war in
photographs. The presence of photography and its significance in representing the war in
Vietnam is apparent; what is less apparent, though, is the degree to which photographs
and the photographic act have embedded themselves in Dispatches' language and
structure. By focusing on Herr's treatment of photographs and photographers within

Dispatches, we can begin to understand Herr's specific anxieties regarding what it means
to observe and record war. Rather than images documented in passive observation, the
photographs that Herr describes are images that reflect a disconcerting sense of violence
within their frames-not only in their content but also in how they picture their subject.
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Photography in Dispatches
Like the popular movies that Herr frequently references, photographs are also
described at various points throughout in Dispatches. Perhaps the most memorable
encounter between Herr and photographic images comes from another war that Herr
remembers from his childhood:
I can remember the strange feelings I had when I was a kid looking at war
photographs in Life, the ones that showed dead people or a lot of dead
people lying close together in a field or a street, often touching, seeming to
hold each other. Even when the picture was sharp and cleanly defined
something wasn' t clear at all, something repressed that monitored the
images and withheld their essential information. It may have legitimized
my fascination, letting me look for as long as I wanted; I didn' t have a
language for it then, but I remember now the shame I felt, like looking at
first porn, all the porn in the world. I could have looked until my lamps
went out and I still wouldn't have accepted the connection between a
detached leg and the rest of a body, or the poses and positions that always
happened (one day I'd hear it called "response-to-impact"), bodies
wrenched too fast and violently into unbelievable contortion.

(~ 7)

To start, this passage speaks to Herr's awareness ofthe mediation of war not just as
information coming out of Vietnam, but also as stories, movies, and images going into
Vietnam that inform the his own preconceptions of the war experience. Unlike movies,
though, these images provoke and elicit questions more than they provide explanations.
Herr explains that there was "something repressed" in these images and that they
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"withheld their essential information" (17). His curiosity and desire to understand the
"something repressed" is used as a way to "legitimize" his perverse interests as the
photographs enabled him to "look for as long as [he] wanted" (17). These photographs
are at once mysterious and perverse and, because ofthis, they stimulate the early viewer' s
imagination in a way that movies, with their relentless attempts provide logical
explanations for experience, cannot. Further, the nature of Herr' s fascination with these
photographs speaks to the medium's ability to punctuate experience and create a lasting
impression. For Herr it is the still image that is able to provoke and excite the viewer
("like looking at first porn") in a way that allows such images to resonate and remain in
one's mind throughout adulthood (17). The war photographs that Herr gawks at as a child
are both pornographic and evasive and, for this reason, Herr is able to recall this moment
years later when attempting to understand his experience of a war that is also perversely
obvious and yet ultimately incomprehensible.
Aside from their ability to stimulate Herr' s youthful imagination and remain in his
memory, these images also communicate photography' s violent appropriation of its
subjects. Herr's use of erotically charged language to describe the photographs of dead
bodies ("lying close together in a field or a street, often touching, seeming to hold each
other") exaggerates the pornographic-ness of these images and, therefore, compares these
images to a form of visual presentation that is innately aggressive and violent (17). Not
only this, but the passage also speaks to Sontag' s claim that "[t]o photograph people is to
violate them, by seeing them as they never see themselves, by having knowledge of them
they can never have" (14). Like Sontag, Herr' s description of these war photographs
implies a disconcerting sense of violation that haunts these images and produces a sense
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of shame in those who consume them. Even though these photographs depict an intimate
and reverential scene of soldiers who have fallen in battle, the photographers seem to
assert power over their subjects as they train their lenses on powerless bodies. Through
this passage we can begin to see how Herr's characterization of photography might
complicate the notion of photographic passivity as he compares these images to
aggressive and violent modes of visualization.
The sense of photographs as more than passively recorded visual documents
becomes increasingly apparent as Herr continues to encounter images during his time in
Vietnam. One significant example takes place in the chapter titled "Colleagues," when
Herr and fellow correspondents, including photojournalist Dana Stone, pass the time by
discussing battle experiences. After Stone's irreverent recounting of a battle scene he
once covered, the correspondents are approached by a Marine who offers his own
collection of images taken during his tours. Herr takes note of the Marine's "anticipatory
grin"-evidence that this album "was among his favorite things"-as he and his fellow
correspondents are granted the privilege of viewing a war experience that has been
pictured by soldiers as they flip through each plastic page ofthe photo album (186):
[T]he obligatory Zippo-lighter shot ("All right, let's bum these hootches
and move out"); the severed-head shot. .. the VC suspect being dragged
over the dust by a half-track or being hung by his heels in some jungle
clearing; the very young dead with AK-47's still in their hands ... a picture
of a Marine holding an ear or maybe two ears ... the dead Viet Cong girl
with her pajamas stripped off and her legs raised stiffly in the air. (186)
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The photographs offered to Herr in this scene are images that, by this point, have become
cliched: "[t]here were hundreds of these albums in Vietnam, thousands, and they all
seemed to contain the same pictures" (187). Herr has become so familiar with these
images that he does not speak about them individually, but rather as categories of
photographic types-there isn't a photograph of a severed head, there is the severed-head
shot. Like most amateur photographs, the pictures have become generic and, thus,
representative of a performance or pose. The performances portrayed in these images,
though, are drastically different from those found in more traditional photo albums; they
are unsettling in their irreverent depiction of violated subjects. These photographs
collected by soldiers reflect the photographer's assertion of power over subjects who are
again portrayed as sexualized ("the dead Viet Cong girl with her pajamas stripped off and
her legs raised stiffly in the air") and powerless bodies. Further, in order to emphasize the
aggression of the photographic act, Herr compares the soldiers' practice of collecting
photographs to the collection of other, darker spoils of war: "Half the combat troops in
Vietnam had these [photographs] in their packs, snapshots were the least of what they
took after a fight, at least pictures didn' t rot" (187). The act of photography is juxtaposed
against the collection of victims' body parts, which forces readers to understand
photography as a disturbing act of violent appropriation. Moreover, this passage also
reflects soldiers' desires to collect photographs as documents that verify certain
experiences. Sontag explains that "photography develops in tandem with one of the most
characteristic of modern activities: tourism" (9). The photographs collected by these
soldiers, as well as other appropriated materials, are the Vietnam equivalent of souvenirs
collected by tourists on vacation. These images "offer indisputable evidence that the trip
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was made, that the program was carried out, and that fun was had" (Sontag 9). In these
photographs, war scenes are unsettling and disconcerting not just because of what they
depict, but how they are depicted- as manifestations of perverse desires to objectify
subjects and collect images that memorialize the unnerving achievements of soldiers in
Vietnam.
Herr's anxiety regarding the violence of photography continues to grow as he
turns his attention from photographic images to photographers and the photographic act.
Throughout his time in Vietnam, Herr becomes aware of a unique type of authority that
photojournalists possess. He claims that soldiers often "refused to believe [he] was really
a correspondent because [he] never carried cameras," and that he was nearly "bumped"
off of a helicopter once "because the colonel, for reasons of his own, was partial to
photographers" (187). The soldiers' attraction to photojournalists is reflective oftheir
performative desires to pose and stage scenes with theatrical flare: "This particular
colonel loved to order the chopper in very low so that he could fire his .45 into the Cong,
and he'd always wanted pictures of it" (187). The soldiers' need to document their
performance speaks to Herr's anxieties regarding the mediation of war:
You don't know what a media freak is until you've seen the way a few of
those grunts would run around during a fight when they knew that there
was a television crew nearby; they were actually making war movies in
their heads, doing little guts-and-glory Leatherneck tap dances under fire,
getting their pimples shot off for the networks ( 196).
The camera, whether still or moving photography, exposes its subjects as "media freaks"
- a collective group of individuals whose experiences of war are filtered through the vast
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reserves of mediated images that they emulate in the presence of photographers (196).
Herr is quick to acknowledge these performances as "movie-fed war fantasies" and, like
the cinematic tropes discussed earlier, Herr uses these scenes as evidence of the media's
failure to accommodate the reality ofwar-"We' d all seen to many movies, stayed too
long in Television City, years of media glut had made certain connections difficult"
(196). The performances that are elicited by the camera's presence speak to the cognitive
dissonance so prevalent in this war-a vain attempt to synthesize media-informed
perceptions with the realities soldiers dealt with in Vietnam.
The camera/photographer as examined above becomes a symbol for all visual
media- photographic, cinematic, and televised. Further, these passages seem to be more
reflective ofHerr's cinematic paradigms (which fail to synthesize mediated images and
reality) than the specific characteristics of the photographic act. While this may be true, I
want to suggest that these passages also attest to the peculiar condition of the
photographic subject in Vietnam. If, as Vilem Flusser argues, photographers wish to
"liberate" themselves from their "cultural conditions" in order to "snap their prey
unconditionally," then photojournalists face a particularly difficult task in Herr's
portrayal of Vietnam (Flusser 33). Because cameras compel such culturally conditioned
performances, photographers must constantly negotiate a barrage of poses and facades in
their hunt for real scenes of war. Thus, their craft becomes increasingly difficult; they
must attempt to capture candid moments in an environment where subjects are hyperconscious of their presence.
With Flusser' s analysis of the "gesture of photography" in mind, it is not
surprising that photojournalists train their lenses on subjects who are unable to pose (33).
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Indeed, corpses and powerless bodies provide an opportunity for war photographers to
finally "capture their prey unconditionally" and Herr is sure to make note of this peculiar
act. Perhaps the most telling example occurs when Herr remembers a traumatic scene in
which he and David Greenway, a Time magazine photojournalist, endure a firefight
during the battle for Hue. During the battle they find themselves forced to encounter "a
terrible thing" (198):
[A] house that had been collapsed by the bombing, bringing with it a
young girl who lay stretched out dead on top of some broken wood. The
whole thing was burning, and the flames were moving closer and closer to
her bare feet. In a few minutes they were going to reach her, and from our
concealment we were going to have to watch it. We agreed that anything
was better than that and we finished the run, but only after David spun
around, dropped to one knee and took a picture of it. (198)
In this passage, Herr describes a moment that is simultaneously unwatchable and
perversely photographic in that Greenway cannot leave the scene without capturing it.
Greenway recognizes the opportunity to capture a scene of unconditioned reality (which
reveals itself to him in the form of a powerless body) and he mimics the action of a
soldier as he spins around and drops to his knee in a shooting gesture. Furthermore, the
last line of this passage marks a page break before the succeeding section of text, which
isolates this photographic act as the climactic point of this particular war story. Herr
offers no commentary but his point is well taken: the photographic gesture he has
witnessed reflects the peculiar vision of the photographer that is simultaneously passive
and aggressive. Greenway and other photojournalists are observers but they are also
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scavengers who collect images of vulnerable subjects and produce a catalogue of
anonymous victims and perpetrators. Because they seek subjects that are unable to pose
(and, therefore, represent "reality" that is unconditioned by society) they often find their
gazes fixated on subjects who have lost their ability to pose and perform.
What becomes apparent in these passages is that, for Herr, photographs of war are
distressing not only because of what they picture but how they are pictured: as vulnerable
bodies subjected to photographers' irreverent and indiscriminant lenses. They are not just
images of war, but rather appropriations of powerless bodies violated by the camera's
assertive vision. Though many critics have taken issue with Herr's sexualization of warreading it as the author' s portrayal of war as a glamorous and hyper-masculine
adventure-Herr's comparisons of war photographs to pornographic images reveals an
interest in photography as a belligerent gesture that dominates its vulnerable subject.
Thus, photographs in Dispatches are not just passively documented images; they are the
results of an aggressive and assertive act- the photographic pillaging of helpless bodies.
Obviously, Herr's attention to photography reiterates his anxieties about the
ethical implications of observing and recording war. However, rather than understanding
journalistic passivity to be the source of these anxieties, we can begin to see how Herr
uses photography to reveal a more complex relationship between the observer/recorder
and his or her subject--one that is disconcerting in both its passivity and aggression.
Beyond this, though, I want to argue that Herr's characterization of the photographic
image as an aggressive and violent mode of visualization extends beyond the realm of
photography and into the author' s own role as a war correspondent who witnesses and
writes about vulnerable subjects in a volatile environment. Herr' s awareness of this
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complex relationship between the mediator and his or her subject directly informs how
the author chooses to present his authorial "self' as he constantly reflects on the
implications of mediating the war experience. Take, for example, the following passage
where Herr speaks hypothetically about the implications of recording scenes of war:
There's no way around it, if you photographed a dead Marine with a
poncho over his face and got something for it, you were some kind of
parasite. But what were you if you pulled the poncho back first to make a
better shot, and did that in front of his friends? Some other kind of
parasite, I suppose. Then what were you if you stood there watching it,
making a note to remember it later in case you might want to use it?
Those combinations were infinite, you worked them out, and they
involved only a small part of what we were thought to be. (213-214)
In this hypothetical reflection, Herr describes the photographic act as parasitic, which
appropriately encapsulates the idea that mediating war is both passive and aggressive;
parasites are not quite the same as predators, but they do abuse vulnerable bodies. The
significance of this scene, though, is not necessarily derived from Herr's description of
the photographer, but from his inclusion of the "anonymous" note-taker who observes the
scene. Aside from illustrating a food chain of predatory mediators, Herr's incorporation
of the note-taking reporter can be seen as evidence of his authorial presence emerging in
the text. This moment of self-reflection is important to my discussion because it shows
how the photographic act becomes symbolic of the ethical implications of mediating war
and how these implications are manifested in Herr's narration through authorial
intrusions. In other words, Herr intrudes into the scene and reveals his authorial presence
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to his audience as he contemplates the inevitable violation that occurs when mediating
scenes of war. The choice to intrude into the text is an ethically responsible decision for
Herr because it exposes his authorial self to his audience, allowing readers to become
aware of the level of mediation occurring in the text before them. Not only this, but his
self-reflexivity challenges readers to scrutinize other texts that frame their subject as an
objectively and passively observed occurrence.
The previous example offers clear evidence of how Herr' s ethical awareness
directly informs his authorial self; however, I want to suggest that this particular example
is representative of Herr's larger goals as an author. For the latter part of my discussion, I
will examine ways that Herr's authorial self is presented throughout the text and how this
self-representation related to his anxieties as a mediator of extreme information. In doing
so, I hope to show that Herr's ethical concerns result in an exaggerated authorial
presence, which draws readers' attention to Herr's medium-language-and results in
text that is conscious of the paradox of intervention in mediating war.
Authorial Intervention and Dispatches
As previously mentioned, Megan Lau' s essay Subverting Autobiography: War,
Narrative, and Ethics in Michael Herr 's Dispatches argues that Herr's anxieties
concerning his role as a passive observer of war results in the exclusion of
autobiographical information within the text. For Lau, Herr's awareness of his role as a
correspondent creates a responsibility to tell the stories of others without situating the war
within the context of his own life experiences. While I agree with Lau's claim that
Dispatches "pauses at the threshold of autobiography," I question the degree to which
Herr's suppression of personal narrative is correlated to his anxieties regarding his role as
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a war spectator (206). Though it is true that Herr does not allow autobiographical
information to drive his journalism, he does include bits of autobiographical information
and moments of self-reflection (recall, for instance, the childhood memory of looking at
war photographs in Life magazine). What is absent from Herr's writing is a clearly
discernable autobiographical narrative, which arguably has more to do with the author's
general distrust of conventional narrative paradigms than an ethical responsibility to
focus on the stories of others. Furthermore, to claim that Herr' s journalistic passivity
results in authorial detachment risks conflating Dispatches other types of journalism that
suppress subjectivity for the sake of objectively framed reports. I feel that understanding
Herr's self-representation as a passive journalist is misleading due to the author's
concerns for the dangers conventional of journalism's "tradition of objectivity and
fairness (not to mention self-interests)" (201). Herr's journalism is far more complex
and, for this reason, it is important to develop a mode of critical inquiry that reflects the
ethical tensions illustrated in Dispatches.
As demonstrated in the last part of my discussion, Herr' s attention to photography
reflects the author's complex relationship to his journalistic subject. Through the
photographic act, Herr learns that he is not just a passive observer who "needed
protection from what [he was seeing], had actually come 30,000 miles to see," but rather
a parasitic mediator who uses the war scenes he witnesses to serve his own purposes.
This anxiety creates a sense of responsibility for Herr-"you were as responsible for
everything you saw as you were for everything you did"-and the author finds it
necessary to acknowledge this responsibility in his writing (19). Therefore, Herr is
compelled to reflect on his own level of mediation in an attempt to reconcile his
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ambivalence as a correspondent who is not simply a passive observer, but also an
involved mediator of information. In doing so, Herr develops an authorial (or journalistic)
self through a voice that is both passive in its depiction of certain scenes and intrusive in
its belligerent compilation of mediated information. Take, for instance, the following
anecdote that appears in "Illuminations Rounds": "A twenty~four-year-old Special Forces
Captain was telling me about it. 'I went out and killed one VC and liberated a prisoner.
Next day the major called me in and told me that I'd killed fourteen VC and liberated six
prisoners. You want to see the medal?"' (161). Herr presents this passage without
warning or context and isolates this scene with preceding and anteceding page breaks.
Interestingly, his language is detached and offers no commentary on the brief anecdotein fact, the entire passage consists almost entirely of a quote from a young soldier.
Therefore, it could be argued this snapshot provides evidence of Herr's passivity as a
correspondent who tells others' stories without including his own. However, I want to
argue this anecdote is representative of Herr's complex authorial voice that reflects his
ambivalence as both a passive observer and an involved mediator. Herr uses stories such
as these-brief anecdotes that appear arbitrary in their placement within his narration- to
expose his authorial self by constantly interrupting his own narration and, thus, exposing
his own level of mediation. Snapshots such as this one abound in Dispatches and are
placed within the text in a seemingly random manner in order to disturb the author's
narrative flow, relentlessly reminding readers of Herr's authority as a mediator who
witnesses and chooses to incorporate these seemingly arbitrary scenes into his work.
Interestingly, the interruption of flow discussed above reflects the rhetoric of
photographic images in that it freezes a minuscule event completely without context and,
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thus, heightens the capacity for the moment to resonate with the reader (hence snapshot).
These brief anecdotes contain "something repressed" in that their anecdotal message is
often fail to offer any "meaningful" information, not unlike Herr' s description of the war
images he viewed as a child (17). Regardless, the fact that these passages interrupt
narrative flow in order to expose Herr as a mediator is reflective of the author's larger
stylistic goals. Throughout Dispatches readers are constantly reminded that the text
before us is a form of mediated information. Herr accomplishes this reader awareness not
only through allusions and commentary on other forms of media (photographs, movies,
etc.), but also through his authorial presence that intrudes into the frame in the form of
surface level disturbances. For instance, passages are often set apart by a seemingly
arbitrary use of italicized font and Herr concludes the chapter Khe Sanhe with a
postscript- a textual attachment that functions as an exercise of writing within writing.
Though there is no clear reason why Herr distinguishes certain sections of text in this
way, I would argue that these exercises in authority affect readers' interpretation of the
book by forcing us to recognize an authorial presence that disturbs the textual surface of
the author's narration with formal aberrations. In doing so, readers are constantly
reminded of the fact that the experiences and stories they encounter are mediated by a
writer- a fact that can be easily ignored in texts using more conventional forms of
narration that frame their content as objectively experienced and passively observed
events.
In a sense, Herr's structure and form of journalism is characterized by textual
disturbances, interruptions, and authorial interventions even when much of his content
has little to do with the story of his own life. These interventions, which are the product
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of the author's anxiety as an involved mediator, draw readers' attention to the
constructed-ness of Herr's text as a compilation of images and pieces of information that
produce meaning by emphasizing the fractured nature of this experience. For this reason,
Dispatches is neither a single snapshot nor a photo-album; rather it is a type of literary
collage that embraces the individual components of a scene or experience without
allowing these components to synthesize into a harmonious whole. Like a collage,
Dispatches forces readers to acknowledge the author's mediation in composing a text that
consists of various components and images. Interestingly, The collage metaphor is not
only true to Herr's narrative structure, but also to his language and style of journalism. In
Illumination Rounds, Herr describes an actual collage that "included glimpses of burning
monks, stacked VietCong dead, wounded Marines screaming and weeping ... Ronald
Reagan, his face halved and separated by a stack of cannabis; pictures of John
Lennon ... Mick Jagger, Jimi Hendrix ... [and] odd parts clipped from Playboy pictures"
(164). In doing so, the author uses one rambling and lengthy sentence that juxtaposes
contrasting images against one another in order to express the fractured visual narrative
portrayed by the collage. In a way, this passage is emblematic of Herr's journalistic style
and is reflected in much of Herr's writing. Take, for instance, an earlier passage where
Herr describes his fascination with helicopters:
In the months after I got back the hundreds of helicopters I'd flown in
began to draw together until they'd formed a collective meta-chopper, and
in my mind it was the sexiest thing going; saver-destroyer, providerwaster, right hand-left hand, nimble, fluent, canny and human; hot steel,
crease, jungle-saturated canvas webbing, sweat cooling and warming up
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again, cassette rock and roll in one ear and door-gun fire in the other, fuel,
heat, vitality and death, death itself, hardly an intruder. (8)
This lengthy, ranting sentence is typical ofHerr'sjoumalism, which is often overloaded
with contrasting descriptors that relentlessly qualify Herr' s experience in Vietnam. These
descriptions inundate Herr's audience with information and language that is at once
detailed and obscure. The sentence seems to run-on endlessly and allows Herr's authorial
self to emerge as language unfiltered and unrestricted by logical flow. Here, Herr's
presents a poetic self-an expressive and unwavering authorial figure who uses language
to compose a literary collage that avoids seamless narration and draws attention to itself
has highly subjective and, thus, highly mediated representation of experience.
Let us not forget that the textual disturbances mentioned here are also parts of a
larger formal strategy in that they are emblematic of Herr's fragmentation of experience.
While some argue that Herr's fragmented narrative works to represent the disjointed and
dissonant (postmodem) experience of the war in Vietnam, I would argue that Herr's
fractured narrative technique constantly interrupts itself as another way to draw attention
to the to its form and that Herr is motivated to do this by his acknowledgement of the
ethical responsibilities of recording war, as exemplified by Herr' s characterization of the
photographic act.
In his book Literary Selves: Autobiography and Contemporary American
Nonfiction, James N. Stull sets out to examine "the manner and ways literary journalists
articulate a self, or selves, within their nonfiction text and metaphorical worlds" (2-3).
Stull focuses specifically on postwar " new journalists," whose writing typically defies the
conventional literary autobiographies. Because of this, Stull understands "the presence of

the author" as it is "revealed .. .in the very words themselves": "Style is ... an
epistemological strategy that both reveals and defines reality, a reality ... that is often a
highly personal and metaphorical interpretation of the material and social worlds" (3).
Though Stull does not take up Dispatches as part of his examination, I feel that his
method of inquiry-focusing on style and language as evidence of an authorial self-is
directly applicable to Herr's unique and complicated modes of self-representation. What I
set out to understand in my discussion is how the photographic act as an ethically fraught
gesture might inform Herr' s use language and style. In doing so, it becomes apparent that
Herr's authorial self is derivative of the ethical tensions that haunt the author during his
time in Vietnam and even after. Herr uses the photographic act to embody a larger
anxiety about the responsibilities of mediating images of war and suffering, which in turn
leads Herr to develop an authorial self that reflects this ambivalence by drawing attention
to his mediation through textual and structural interventions. Because Herr acknowledges
the paradox of intervention- the fact that he is simultaneously a passive observer and
parasitic mediator- Herr's self-representation develops in the form of authorial
intrusions that disturb the surface of the text in order to expose the author's own
mediation in an attempt to reconcile his ethical responsibility with his purpose as a war
correspondent. In other words, Herr feels morally obligated to present his authorial self to
the reader in order to be honest about the fact that he is mediating this experience. To do
this, Herr practices seemingly arbitrary exercises in textual authority, sectioning off
random passages and using intertextual references. His narration constantly interrupts
itself, creating a fragmented collage that exaggerates its constructed-ness and forces
readers to acknowledge the mediating choices that went in to composing the text. Also,
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his literary style creates a torrent of descriptive and expressive language characterized by
incessant flow of imagery that illustrates a subjectively mediated experience to the
audience.
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